entering the otherworld in the poetics of "The Aurelian." I will do so by considering first the ways the protagonist's characterization supports the story's acute dichotomy between the idealized otherworldly dimension that underwrites the structure of a textual opening, and the oppressive quotidian reality which warrants a closed ending. I will then explore pilgrimage not only as an allegory and a structural embodiment of Pil'gram's dream, but also a recurrent motif in Nabokov's life and oeuvre. My next concern will be with the Russian text's transformation from the draft to the fair copy to the final version, as well as the latter's revamping into an Englishlanguage short story. I will evaluate the extent to which the changes in the surviving Russian versions, but also the translators' decisions in the English, shape the sui generis nature of the story's central motifs. Finally, I will assess the connections between the story and Nabokov's experience as an exile as well as his career as a lepidopterist. The centrality of memory in fixating the opposition between the radiant otherworld of butterflies and the mundane world of city routine is underscored both in the Russian and English versions. The opening passage suggests that although beatitude may be only one step off the everyday route, very few individuals allow it to remain as part of their memory.
The protagonist enters the space of the narrative through the door to his neighborhood pub where the street's other shopkeepers imbibe their daily dose of alcohol while also playing cards. Pil'gram, a "flabby elderly man with a florid face, lank hair, and a greyish mustache" (Stories 245/ND 76), enters the pub on Saturdays and undergoes his weekly routine of ordering rum, smoking his pipe, and watching the game. His is a familiar presence at the pub where no one suspects Pil'gram's otherworldly dreams. Although he may not blend completely with the other frequenters of the pub, he appears an integral part of their established existence. He is a "Herr Professor," a more learned burgher, but a good old burgher all the same. He emblematizes a shopkeeper's sensibility, hard work during the week and a weekend's rest at the pub. He makes sure not to miss a chance at having "a go at [the owner's daughter's] elusive hip"; his jokes are rude and devoid of humor. He is mindful of clock time and checks his "thick silver watch" against the cuckoo clock. His Saturday pub ritual ends "punctually at eleven" (Stories 245/ND 76), after which he proceeds to his apartment where a brass plate on the door announces his name.
As the reader follows Pil'gram into his apartment, more is discovered about his mundane existence. He resides in a "tiny dingy" apartment (Stories 245/ND 76) with a wife to whom he has been married for twenty-five years. Very little seems to connect Pil'gram and his wife. In fact, the only word he ever says to her in the story is "that guttural 'Ruhe!' ['Be quiet!'] several times, more and more fiercely" (Stories 245/ND 77). Even Pil'gram's wife, faceless, loyal, and all-enduring, misreads his character. In fact, Nabokov's narrator stresses Pil'gram's singularity vis-a-vis his "butterfly" dream. The first authorial statement regarding Pil'gram's existing in two worlds appears precisely during a description of his sleep, the time-as some metaphysical systems believe-when a man's soul joins God: OH (S 189) ("He slept on his back with an old-fashioned night-cap coming down on his forehead; it was to all appearances the solid and sonorous sleep that might be expected in an elderly German shopkeeper, and one could readily suppose that his quilted torpor was entirely devoid of visions; but actually this churlish, heavy man, who fed mainly on Erbswurst and boiled potatoes, placidly believing in his newspaper and quite ignorant of the world (in so far as his secret passion was not involved), dreamed of things that would have seemed utterly unintelligible to his wife or his neighbors. ..
." (Stories 246/ND 77).
Set against the gray oppressive background of all of the above, Pil'gram's inner life not only gives him, an otherworldly daydreamer, strength to lead a shopkeeper's existence, but also redeems him in the eyes of the reader. For Nabokov and his privileged characters, to recall the emblematic poem "Vljublennost' " ("Being in Love," 1974), the otherworld conflates love, the transcendent, and perfect memories in an open moment of blissful eternity: In the English, Nabokov decided to tone down the Russian version's deeply lyrical recollection of Pil'gram's childhood discovery of a caterpillar, marked above with an asterisk. In a literal translation, the omission would read as follows: "he recalled finding the same caterpillar in his childhood,-feeling numb, mumbling words of rapture. Pil'gram refers to the possibility of a real trip as nothing other than scast'e ("happiness"). Like Germann in Puskin's "Pikovaja dama" ("The Queen of Spades," 1833) whose inflamed mind endows surrounding objects with signs of "three, seven, ace," Pil'gram also sees everything in terms of the way it relates to his "phantom" of happiness. At one point, when he fails yet again to set out on a lepidopterological expedition, Pil'gram's savings, which inflation turns into worthless paper, are described as "real'naja sguscennaja vozmoznost' scast'ja" (S 194; literally: "real concentrated possibility of happiness"). The importance of the notion of "longing for one's homeland" could not be overestimated given Nabokov's status as a Russian emigre in the 1930s and the story's appearances in emigre publications. In the Russian text, the word rodina ("homeland") figures in two different contexts. First it refers to Pil'gram's real homeland, Prussia ("vsju zizn' on prozil na rodine"; S 192), the territory which he tries to leave behind. Later, rodina refers to his ideal homeland, an enchanting moveable dreamscape inhabited with perfectly beautiful butterflies. Although Pil'gram never "traveled farther than Peacock Island on a neighboring lake" (Stories 247/ND 79), he seems very much aware of the tremendous, almost prohibitive, differences between the dull familiar look of Prussian landscapes and the otherworldly landscapes of his "journeys." The atlas of his private trips via memory and imagination includes a variety of territories including such famous sites for butterfly collecting as Digne in southern France, Ragusa (Dubrovnik) in Dalmatia or Sarepta on the Volga. Pil'gram has mastered the space of his projected journeys to the point of knowing their most intricate details. In his mind, he visits the Canary Islands, Corsica, Lapland, Italy, Spain, the Ussurian region in the Far East, Congo, Indonesia, and many other lands. In Pil'gram's visions, the butterfly collecting sites are marked with signs of exceptionality, singularity, mysteriousness, and blissfulness. Lifting a stone to find "a plump sleepy moth of a still undescribed species" is described as "no greater delight" ("net bol'sego naslazdenija"; Stories 250/ND 82). Gravel in Italian gardens crunches "invitingly" ("tainstvenno," literally "mysteriously"). The Ussurian region is referred to as "volsebnyj" ("magical"; "enchanted"). Thus, Pil'gram's unparalleled atlas of world lepidoptera actually becomes a map of his own private otherworld created and preserved in his memory.8
Also noteworthy is the very language that Nabokov employs to map the dreamscape of Pil'gram's travels. Each ecological niche that Pil'gram visits, Corsica or Sumatra alike, centers upon a particular species of butterfly or moth: "[. . .] the Islands of the Blessed, where in the hot ravines that cut the lower slopes [. . .] there occurs a weird local race of the cabbage white; and also that other island, those railway banks near Vizzanova and the pine woods farther up, which are the haunts of the squat and dusky Corsican swallowtail" (Stories 250/ND 82). The lepidoptera color their native landscape (or cityscape as in the case of mothing in Seville) with ethereal beauty, and transfer upon the surroundings their own phenomenal features. In the case of Pil'gram's lepidoptera, the very language that he uses charges the butterflies with anthropomorphic details. The Corsican swallowtail ("korsikankij maxaon") is described in the Russian as "smuglyj," literally "dark-complexioned," used exclusively in reference to human skin as in "smugloe litso" ("dark-complexioned" or "dark-skinned face"). Grass on an Alpine meadow is called "koltunnaja," which the Englished text renders as "matted" for the lack of an appropriate English adjective; in the Russian, "koltunnyj" derives from "koltun"="plica," a human hair disease, and can mean "tousled" (as in "tousled hair"). Another species, a moth, is characterized as "tolsten'kaja" and "sonnaja" ("plump" and "sleepy"); both adjectives in the Russian are normally used in reference to people, not fauna. The English is of course not equipped with diminutives to the extent as Russian is; "tolsten'kaja" ("plump"), from "tolstaja" ("fat"), adds a great deal of affection to the description of the moth. OTBeT, IlIHIbrpaM pemHI, qTO MeITa BOT ceHiac, ceHiac H3 KyKOJIKH BbIJIynIHTC" ("When finally Sommer said that on the fourth he would give a definite answer, Pil'gram decided that the dream of his life was about to break at last from its old crinkly cocoon"; S 202; Stories 252/ND 84). In "Christmas," the metamorphosis occurs at the end of the story, amounts to a textual opening, and offers its protagonist a modicum of consolation. In "The Aurelian," whose English title derives from the now obsolete aurelia, a pupa or chrysalis, the metaphor of Pil'gram's lifetime dream-"about to break at last from its old crinkly cocoon"-awards a foretaste of his liberation at the end of the story. The "old crinkly cocoon" stands for Pil'gram's mundane existence, while he himself is that aurelia trapped and dormant inside the boundaries of its dark and narrow world. Coming out of the cocoon to become a beautiful butterfly allegorizes Pil'gram's dream of exiting the constraints of this world and entering the otherworld.
The motif of pilgrimage is central in the signification of the protagonist's otherworldly journey. The name of the protagonist draws immediate attention due to its foreign sound to a Russian ear. Nabokov's passion for dictionary research might have yielded a fitting name for his protagonist. "Pilgram" (or "pilgerame") is the Scots word for "pilgrim."10 In Russian, two different words are used, the native Slavic "palomnik" and the Latinderived "piligrim." While an English speaker seems quite likely to apprehend the pilgram-pilgrim connection, fewer Russian speakers might be able to sense that the name Pil'gram encodes pilgrimage. Since the story's commentators have not noticed the highly meaningful link, the evolution of the protagonist's name deserves a closer look. In the first, heavily marked draft of the story, Nabokov uses the name Karl Gruber." On the first few pages of the fair copy, Nabokov refers to his protagonist as Alfred Zommer (Sommer) but then decides to change it to Pil'gram, just Pil'gram without any first name. The fair copy has preserved Nabokov's changes: he heavily crossed out the name Sommer and corrected it to Pil'gram. The name Sommer was given to the rich amateur sent by destiny to buy from Pil'gram a collection of "those small clear-winged moths that mimic wasps or mosquitoes" (Stories 251/ND 83); the collector's name was originally Krechmar (Kretscmar)-the name of the German protagonist of the novel Kamera Obskura (1932-33).12 In the fair copy, the story also bears a different title, "Palomnik," which is precisely the native Russian term for "pilgrim." Nabokov must have put much stock into the title and its special relationship to the protagonist's name. The first draft contains no title whatsoever. In the fair copy, from which a typescript was presumably made and sent to Contemporary Annals, two alternative titles (or two words of a single earlier title) are so heavily crossed out that it is difficult to make out what lies underneath the heavy layer of ink.13 The final title, "Palomnik" ("The Pilgrim"), was written above the two crossed-out words. Beneath the titles Nabokov wrote rasskaz ("short story")-something he does not usually do in other manuscripts. Perhaps the ecclesiastically-charged title did not quite agree with Nabokov's authorial and fictional intentions; by adding a clear genre label he must have hoped to avoid his piece being taken for an essay on pilgrimage.14 Unfortunately, neither the typescript of the story nor the corrected proofs seem to have survived. My guess is that Nabokov changed the title to "Pil'gram" either at the stage of a typescript, or the galley proofs.15 In the English version, Nabokov changed the title from "Pil'gram" to "The Aurelian." The fact that Nabokov opted for such a rare word as "aurelian" bespeaks his authorial wish to maintain an aura of mystery about the story's title.
In the English version of the story, Nabokov also added the first name "Paul" to the name "Pil'gram" on the brass plate of the protagonist's door, thereby converting "Pil'gram" into a last name. This circumstance may have had something to do with the fact that such a last name does exist in Germany and Great Britain. Several dictionaries of British surnames list Pil'gram as a possible variant of the name Pilgrim, originally given to someone who has made a pilgrimage to Rome or the Holy Land. A German Deutsches Namenlexicon also lists Pil'gram as a possible variant of a last name. Consequently, at least for English and German readers, the last name "Pil'gram" is a speaking name that also preserves an outlandish aura. As for Russian readers, the name "Pil'gram" is virtually unreadable while such a title as "Palomnik," which Nabokov rejected, would have obviated the meaning of the story. It was not surprising to discover therefore that the English version is missing a passage that suggest pilgrimage, but not as directly as would the Russian word "palomnik," had it remained the title of the story.
The ("If he were to visit some renowned place, Pil'gram would only notice what relates to the objects of his collecting and serves as its natural background; he would only remember Erechtheum if a Greek rarity-which he alone could appreciate as a specialist-were to fall off an olive branch growing in the depth of the sanctuary and be caught by a whistling net.") Erechtheum is an ancient Greek sanctuary, the original temple of tutelary deities, situated on the North side of the Acropolis of Athens.16 As a holy place in ancient Greek cults, Erechtheum symbolizes a site of pilgrimage. The notion of pilgrimage is organic to the otherworldly dreams of Paul Pil'gram, the story's modern pilgrim. Pilgrimage implies a visit to a place with which one is already familiar through cultural memory. A trip to a holy place, be it Jerusalem, Rome, or Mecca, promises a pilgrim liberation from various burdens of his everyday existence. The goal of any pilgrimage, be it a sinful monarch's or a pious nun's, is to reach a space that is charged with the timeless presence of holiness. During a pilgrimage, a pilgrim matches up a set of expectations based on the information obtained via various sources (oral history, books, sermons, etc.) with the actual holy place s/he visits. Pilgrimages are said to have a purifying effect upon those who undertake them because they offer cognitive keys to one's existence. In the case of Nabokov's protagonist, the reader observes a kindred relationship between Pil'gram's earlier knowledge of the otherworldly spaces that he strives to visit and the physical realities of the actual locales. In the Russian version, the narrator explains that Pil'gram possesses a brilliant memory that stores a great deal of information about world lepidoptera. Based on his vast knowledge, and owing to his fine memory, Pil'gram has compiled in his mind a matchless map of his would-be pilgrimages. In anticipation of a real pilgrimage after Sommer's visit, Pil'gram begins to examine a real map on the wall of his shop, "choosing a route, estimating the time of appearances of this or that species" (Stories 252/ND 84). Suddenly, we are told, "something black and blinding welled before his eyes" (Stories 252/ND 84)-a prefiguration of Pil'gram's fatal stroke. Thus, an anticipation of a real pilgrimage has a powerful impact upon Pil'gram. At this point, since the reader does not know the end of the story, s/he can wonder about the shock of recognition that Pil'gram would experience during his pilgrimage.
The larger context of Nabokov's oeuvre yields at least one more major exploration of the motif of pilgrimage ("palomnicestvo" in Russian). ("Pil'gram felt it clearly that he would never go anywhere; he thought that he was going to be fifty soon, that he owes all the neighbors, that there is no money to pay taxes,-and it seemed a wild fantasy, an impossible delirium that right now, at that very moment, a southern butterfly descends onto a basalt rock and breathes with her wings"). 20 Two important changes signal the growing perfection of Nabokov's poetics. In the first draft, one finds a passage-omitted in the fair copy-which describes the logical steps Pil'gram undertakes in preparation for his departure. He purchases a convenient suitcase (in the final version he ends up using his father's old one). He goes to the local precinct to "sign out." He goes to the consulates of the countries he hopes to visit (France, Spain, etc.). Although such preparations may indeed be necessary, the focus on the minute details of Pil'gram's preparations make his trip look like one of the tourist excursions that he vehemently resents.
Reading the final Russian version, the reader is never completely sure whether Pil'gram is indeed planning a real trip. The reader wonders whether Pil'gram is capable of separating the reality of his otherworldly dreams and the actuality of a butterfly-collecting expedition. In this connection, the following paragraph, which Nabokov chose to omit in the fair copy, appears especially gratifying and illuminating. In the first draft it is found on the last page, right after the sentence in which Pil'gram drops a money-pot and bends to pick up the coins: HHKTO ("Now one saw him leave the house. The evening street, still sunny, was crowded; the neighbors locked up their shops, the harness-maker across the street played with his dog, two young women discussed something animatedly in their high voices. And everyone had watchful eyes, they all knew their street, knew who passes by where, and were prepared afterward to discuss any conspicuous trifle; but still no one saw anything.")
In the first draft, Nabokov must have still felt compelled to justify his decision to create a narrative split between the textual opening of Pil'gram's departure and his death that engenders a closed ending. The quoted passage reads like a section of a detective story and prompts the readers to investigate the hidden possibilities of Pil'gram's disappearance. Conversely, the effect of the last "split" paragraph in the printed version is to launch the reader on an endless journey along with the protagonist, to enter a privileged textual zone that I have termed, here and elsewhere, textual otherworldly opening. 21 
